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The National Business Crime Solution (NBCS) brings

businesses together to share crime data and information

for further analysis to provide an intelligence-led approach

to tackling cross border, serious and organised crime. 



What is the NBCS?

The NBCS provides a collaborative partnership across the public sector, private sector and

with law enforcement. Supported by ACPO, it provides a central repository where business

crime data is submitted, shared and analysed to determine key threats, linked series and

national targets to be investigated. 

Working with a public sector and law enforcement analyst, the NBCS is able to exploit every

opportunity to gather the necessary intelligence and support to more effectively detect,

prevent and subsequently respond to crimes affecting the UK’s business community.    

Aims & Objectives

Through closer collaboration and an evidence-based approach, the NBCS aims to prevent

and reduce business crime, to achieve more effective sentencing of those involved in this

criminal activity and to increase overall awareness of the problems being faced by the

UK’s business community.

The NBCS will achieve this by:

•  Identifying cross border serious and organised crime and criminal networks

•  Working with partners from across the criminal justice system to achieve

    more effective sentencing that better reflects the severity of crimes committed

•  Issuing timely information and alerts on crime trends/patterns

    to enable businesses to take better preventative action 

•  Providing analytical tools that enable businesses to better

    understand and allocate their resources in relation to their risks

•  Bringing together information from across the business sector and combining this

    with police/public sector intelligence to identify the full nature and extent of the threat 

•  Acting as a single point of contact to pull all relevant information together

•  Liaising with police forces and other partners to raise their awareness

    and to take targeted action 

•  Using the data held to ensure that business crime remains high on the

    policing and political agenda



Supported by

The main benefits:

Who’s involved?

Through collaboration with the NBCS, businesses in the following sectors are more effectively reducing

their exposure to business crime and also providing a safer trading environment for customers and staff:

• Alerts

• Analysis 

• Monthly Reports

• Collaboration across business
    and law enforcement community

• Co-ordination across forces
    where linked crimes identified

• Dedicated Police Liaison

• Single Points of Contact

• Intelligence-led approach 

• Identification of cross border/serious
    and organised crime 

• One central solution

• Dashboards to better inform
    resource to risk

• Crime mapping

• Constellations showing linked crime

• Crime escalation feature and
    integration with NBCIB

• Providing evidenced based position
    to lobby Government/strategic
    policing priorities

The National Business Crime Intelligence Bureau
NBCIB - the private sector intelligence ‘hub’The secure and robust Data Repository
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The NBCS dashboards allow us to make more

informed commercial decisions on where we

should focus our resources in relation to the

identified risks. The alerts we receive from

the National Business Crime Intelligence

Bureau (NBCIB) have also enabled us to

take appropriate preventative measures

when necessary. The ability to see, via crime

mapping dashboards, whether these trends

are impacting other businesses also has

significant value.

If we identify a trend that requires police

action we can quickly alert the NBCIB who

will immediately pull all the relevant incident

data together and liaise with the police to

get a force to take ownership.

We have seen a real increase in groups

of  shoplifters and fraudsters willing to travel

across the country in recent years and with

the support of the NBCIB we have seen a

significant improvement in the police

reaction and subsequent prosecution

of these cross border offenders.

I am delighted to see the progress that has

been made over the past twelve months.

I am confident that we are heading in the

right direction and that we now have the

appropriate resources in place to ensure

we continue to gather momentum. 

I look forward to working with my colleagues

to gather the information necessary to

help fight criminality against business

and continuing our progress this year.

‘‘

‘‘

‘‘

‘‘Mick Phipps
Head of Loss Prevention, Wilko

Chair of NBCS Retail Advisory Board

Colin Culleton
Group Security Manager, Next Retail

By syndicating data around logistics crime

we can better protect ourselves and gain

traction from the police to investigate

effectively what is in many cases organised

crime groups operating across many forces.

Yodel believes in working together both

with partners and the authorities to

reduce crime in the logistics industry

and as such fully supports the

National Business Crime Solution.

Mike Marshall
Security Director, Yodel

Jo Adcock
Loss Prevention Manager, Staples UK


